
VEGAN . ORGANIC . PALEO 

Made by hand in Portland, Ore



BUDDHA CHOCOLATE IS

✦ Sweetened with Organic Coconut Sugar

✦ Cane Sugar Free

✦ Paleo Friendly

✦ 100% Vegan 

✦ Organic

✦ Soy Free

✦ Gluten Free  

✦ Dairy Free

✦ Fair Trade

✦ Non-GMO

✦ Handcrafted in Portland, OR



ABOUT 

✦ Buddha Chocolate makes unique and delicious healthy chocolate products from 
high quality cacao and coconut sugar.

✦ We direct source our cacao from a cooperative of family-owned farms in the 
highlands of northern Nicaragua that operate with above fair trade standards and 
fully sustainable practices.

✦ We are known for our cups, sophisticated yet whimsical chocolate creations with 
delicious and healthy fillings.

✦ Our products offer balanced energy for body and mind.

✦ We stone grind and handcraft all of our products in our commercial kitchen in 
Portland, Oregon.

✦ Buddha Chocolate allows you to have a tasty and joyful experience while still 
supporting and nourishing your body. Our aim is for that nourishment to transcend 
from food to spirit, to fuel inspiration, connection, and community.  



✦ We are here to create Magical Alchemy - through the chocolate we make, the people we 
meet, and by engaging in elevated community.

✦ Our tagline is “Magical Alchemy.” This is the process of our individual ingredients coming 
together to create a whole that is much greater than its parts; it is a sublime coalescing, a 
unique flavor profile and taste awakening.

✦ Alchemy is symbolic of movement and change: turning into gold. We are participating in, 
and expanding on, a platform in which people can feel connected, inspired and supported 
– to alchemize into their best selves.

✦ On the back of each our packages it says, “you are the gold you seek.” This is what we 
believe, this is the foundation of Buddha Chocolate. 

✦ Our mission is to engage in elevated community and to experience and inspire the magical 
alchemy of the human spirit. 

MISSION 



PRODUCTS

✦ Buddha Cups 

✦ Buddha Bars 



FOUNDERS

✦ Laura Grace Pia ✦ Cayce Dillon Pia

Founder- Marketing, Sales, Head of 
Accounts, New Product Development, 

Website Design, Graphic Design, Packaging 
Design, Production - packing & shipping all 

chocolate, Inventory, Accounting, 
Administrative tasks, Customer Service

Chef, Chocolate Maker, Production 
Manager, Sales/Account 

Representative, Distribution, 
Photography & Marketing



STORY

Laura Pia came up with the idea for Buddha Chocolate in 2011. She wanted to create 
delicious, nostalgic chocolate treats that were healthy for the body and mind. All the 

treats on the market at the time were either tasty, but contained chemicals, 
preservatives, and allergens, or healthy, but tasted stale and undesirable. Laura was 

determined to make chocolate treats that were both delicious and healthy, and with the 
help of Cayce, they created their first product - the Buddha Chocolate Almond Butter 
Cup - which to this day, is still their most popular product. Buddha Cups were a hit 

right away, but it took years to hone the vision and mission of Buddha Chocolate and 
scale the business to be able to fulfill large, consistent orders on a daily basis. 



ACCOUNTS

✦ Buddha Chocolate is currently sold in over 70 retail locations nationwide

✦ Some Accounts include: Whole Foods Markets regionally PNW, New 
Seasons Markets, Erewhon Natural Markets, and Beaming Juice Cafes. 

✦ You can also find Buddha Chocolate in local co-ops and grocery stores 
such as Lifesource Natural Market, Organic Planet NYC, Commodities 
Natural Grocers, Food Front, Alberta Co-op, Elm Health, and on. 



FESTIVALS

✦ Selling at festivals is one of our favorite parts of Buddha Chocolate. We are 
zero-waste at festivals and sell our products without packaging.

✦ We focus on selling only at conscious, community oriented, forward thinking 
festivals with a focus on art, music, participation, healthy living, yoga, and dance.

✦ We sell at festivals such as the Oregon Country Fair, Beloved Festival, and 
Envision Festival.

✦ Festivals are a beautiful, reciprocal way for us to join with community, share and 
expand on a vision of the future, and dream of what we, as a people, can create 
when we elevate and come together. 



THE BUDDHA CART

✦ We have a handmade, rustic, wooden cart that we take around to fairs and festivals 
year round. 

✦ It has a small footprint and a warm, inviting, enchanting presence.

✦ The Buddha Cart allows us to interact with our customers and connect in genuine, 
meaningful ways.

✦ It is a catalyst for connection and has been the spark igniting new ideas, friendships, 
accounts, and a firm foundation of intentional, inspired community for Buddha 
Chocolate. 



✦ Buddha Bars :

✦ Almond Sea Salt (Vegan & Paleo)

✦ Classic Dark (Vegan & Paleo)

✦ Salted Chocolate (Vegan & Paleo)

✦ Oregon Hazelnut (Vegan & Paleo)

✦ Rose Sea Salt (Vegan & Paleo)

✦ Lavender Bliss (Vegan & Paleo)

✦ Quinoa Crisp (Vegan & Paleo)

✦ Chai Cookie (Vegan & Gluten Free)

✦ Classic Crunch (Vegan & Gluten Free)

✦ Mallow Crunch (Vegan & Gluten Free)

✦ Crystalized Ginger (Vegan & Gluten Free)

✦ Coffee Chocolate (Vegan & Paleo)

✦ Smoked Salt (Vegan & Paleo)

✦ Cranberry Pecan  (Vegan & Paleo)

✦ Cherry Road (Vegan & Paleo)

✦ Buddha Cups :

✦ Almond Butter Cups (Vegan & Paleo)

✦ Salted S’mores Cups (Vegan & Gluten Free)

✦ Coffee Fudge Cups (Vegan & Paleo)

✦ Chai Coconut Cups (Vegan & Paleo)

✦ Mint Chip Cups (Vegan & Paleo)

OFFERINGS



THE BUDDHA ADVANTAGE

✦ Unparalleled taste:  We use single varietal cacao beans sourced from family owned farms in 
northern Nicaragua. The varietal of bean we have chosen has a very unique and specific flavor 
profile, with notes of strawberry, plum and almond. Our fine-grade cacao has harvest 
transparency and variety traceability, so we can ensure the quality and consistency of our 
product.

✦ Vibe: More than anything, we love to connect with people. We take our time with customers, 
check in, and share in the beautiful bond that chocolate creates. Our cart also brings an 
energy of its own: enchanting, warm, inviting, playful, organic. We love to share this 
experience with people.

✦ Unique Products: We are the only company on the market offering such unique varieties of 
healthy chocolate cups. We are currently the only Almond Butter Cup on the market that 
does not contain refined sugar. There are no other vegan, gluten free Salted S’mores Cups, 
nor a Coffee Fudge Cups, etc. This allows us to offer unique products that customers are 
very excited to eat!

✦ Festivals & Direct Connection: We seek to connect directly to our customers. We want them 
to be part of the movement and part of the community. By connecting with people at 
festivals, we aim to engage in direct connection - human to human, smile to smile - and be a 
company that you can know, trust, and grow with.  



CONTACT

Laura Pia: 

info@buddhachocolate.com 

914 - 584 - 7787

Website: 

www.buddhachocolate.com

Facebook:

www.facebook.com/buddhachocolate

Instagram:

www.instagram.com/buddhachocolate

Thank you!




